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THE COMBINING OF CLASSES CONDITION IN LEARNINGTHEORyl/

by

Julian H. Blau, Antioch College

The objective of this report is to extend the Bush-Mosteller
Combining of Classes Condition to the case of a continuum of responses
and also to a new context in stimulus sampling theory, where it has
not been considered before. In the first case we obtain the Suppes
linear model. In the second, our result yields a generalization of
the Estes-Suppes conditioning transformation. While the first investi
gation concerns probabilities, and the second is entirely non
numerical, they have interesting similarities.

I. Introduction.

Mathematical learning theory is concerned with the following

situation. A subject must make one of a prescribed set R of

responses. 'Chis done, an outcome arranged by the experimenter occurs,

followed by a nonobservable event called reinforcement, and this

causeS a change in the probabilities of the various responses on the

next trial. There are two major views as to how this happens.

(1) One regards the response probabilities as basic, and sees

learning as a change in these probabilities. [4,6J.

(2) The other looks deeper, and studies the psychological cbncepts

of stimulus and of conditioning of stimulus to response. These

are thought to underly the response probabilities. Learning is

regarded as a change in conditioni~g. (7,13, etc.J

1/ This research was supported in part by the Group Psychology Branch
of the Office of Naval Research (Stanford University) and in part by
a National Science Foundation Research Grant to Antioch College.
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M~ch of the theory is concerned with asymptotic phenomena after

many trials, In this report we shall study the form of the learning

transformation which occurs on a single trial, as a result of a

particular response, a particular outcoroeanda particular reinforcement,

We now present briefly the case fqrtheGombiniJig of Classes

Condition, In both the respoIlse I'rob",bilityapproach and in the

conditioning approach, the folloW"ingproblem occurs, The classifi

cation of actual physical respqnses into efasse;;, each of which is then

referred to as "a response," is an artifact introduced by the observer,

and does not affect the learning process, (Recall that response, out

come and reinforcement are fixed throughout the discussion,) Hence

predictions should not depend upon this classification, For example,

if two of r distinguishable respOnses are noW regarded as forming a

single class, the learningtransfor~a(ioninthe (methodologically) new

situation should yield results consistent with those of the older

classification, and moreover ,should be independent of the distribution

of probabilities within the newly c()mbined class, t4] This invari,ance

assumption is called the Corobining.of Classes Condition, If its power

is not evident at once, its far reaching consequences demonstrate it,

The Combining of Classes condition was introduced and studied by

Bush and Mosteller [4], They denote the initial state of response

probabilities by the vector P '" (Pl' ',", Prj , and the transfOrmed

state by TP, They assume that T is linear (Le, a linear trans

formation in r·-dimensional space), and show that the Combining of
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Classes Condition implies that T has the special form TP = aP + (l-a)~ ,

where a is a real number and ~ is a constant probability vector.

Bush, Mosteller and Thompson [5] prove this without assuming linearity,

or even continuity.

The two principal results of this report can be summarized as

follows.

(1) The Combining of Classes Condition is defined for a response

probability learning model for a continuum of responses. As in

the finite case, this single condition implies linearity and

indeed a very specific form for the learning transformation. This

form is precisely that postulated by Suppes in his continuum model.

[11] We find little advantage in using the fact that the

responses lie on a line, and so we assume an abstract set of

responses 0

(2) Conditioning is defined for arbitrary sets R and S of

responses and stimuli. The Combining of Classes Condition is

applied in this context, and the conditioning transformation is

proved to be of a certain type. When specialized to finite R,

this type contains the learning transformation of Estes and

Suppes [7] as a special case, the principal difference being

that the former permits what Suppes [11] calls "smearing" of the

effect of reinforcement.
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Large portions of the two proofs have a formal similarity. By

placing them in a suffi.ciently general setting, we can make these

portions corollaries. This is achieved at the cost of rather severe

abstraction, namely consideration of functions on a Borel field of

sets of responses, with values in a partially ordered abelian

semigroup, the latter later being specialized to the real numbers or to

a Borel field of subsets of another set (of stimuli.) We shall not

do this. Where such. economy can be achieved without excessive

abstraction, we shall take advantage of it.

This report is written to be read independently of the Bush

Mosteller book and of the Bush~Mosteller-Thompsonpaper, but we have

used as much notation from these sources as possible, to assist

persons familiar with them.

II. Statement of !he Response Probabilit;r Theorem.

R abstract set of "responses~1I

Borel field ( = ~-algebra) of subsets of R non-

empty, closed under complementation and countable union. Hence

R E Ji) .

The field Ii will be fixed throughout. All sets mentioned are

assumed to be members of J[ .
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A set function P is a probability measure if

(Pl) ptE) is defined for each E E cf[

(P2) ptE) > 0

(P3) (Complete additivity): If El , E2, •. " En"" is a se~uence of sets

disjoint in pairs, and if E is their union, then

(J)

P(E) = 2:::: P(En )
n=l

(p4) P(R) = 1 .

A set function satisfying (Pl),(P2) and (P3) is called a measure.

gJ = the class of all probability measures P.

Definition: Let CEO- Ea. 0- and c determine a

transformation C of !fJ into itself:

CP(E) ... P(E.. o-) + E(c) p(o-)

E(x) is the characteristic function of E i.e. E(x) = 1 if x E E ,

and is zero otherwise. CP is easily seen to be a probability measure.

C is called a combination (of classes). The combination operator may

be thought of as combining the probabilities of all responses in the

class 0-, and concentrating them at the point c. (The choice of c

is of no importance. We shall make this precise in the next section.)
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For example, if R = (1,2,3) 'Cl"=(l}2) , c =1, aI).d P= (Pl'P2,P3) ,

thenCP = (Pl + P2' 0, P3) .

Definition:· A transformation T .··of. j) into itself satisfies the

Combining of Classes Condition (03) if CTCP = CTP for allP and all

combinations C .. We follow (51 fu.,te.

Response Probability Theorem~

If rdi r ~ 4, and if T satisfies (c3), then

TP = (l-e)p+ BK,

where K is a probabilitY measJlt'e,and e> °.
The converse is true with no. restriction on df, .

If tJ[ is infinite, then e <1

.

Remarks Concerning Idi I
of elements in the set Ji .

a is the number of atoms in £. (A set in J( is called atomic if

it has no proper subsets, i.e. subsets other than itself and the null

set 0.) ~ is then isomorphic to the Borel field of all subsets of

(1,2, ... , a) , and there are essentiallY Qnly ... a .d,istinguishable

responses.
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Bush, Mosteller, and Thompson [5] have proved the theorem for ~

finite. In this case, e can be larger than 1, but Bush and Mosteller

[4] showed that e < .2:... This upper bound is attained. The idea
- a-l

that an arbitrarily fine subdivision would imply e < 1 Was foreseen

by L.J. Savage [4, page 44].

If a = 0 , there are no probability measures, and the theorem

says nothing. For a= 1 the conclusion of the theorem is true

trivially with any e.

and therefore Id[ [ > 4

hypothesis r&, r *' 4 .

Henceforth we may assume that Ia-l > 2

On exactly two occasions we shall use the

It will be convenient to denote by JE. the class of all sets of J.f

other than 0 and R. Evidently foff .:::: 4 is e'luivalent to ~ not

being empty.

III. The Combination Operator.

Before beginning the proof, we shall elucidate the nature of a

combination operator. It is emphasized that a combination depends

upon both the class ~ being combined and the point c in ~. When

a combination is mentioned, it is understood that there is associated

with it a particular set ~ and a particular c in ~

Hereafter we shall use the symbol -A to denote the complementary

set R - A •

Referring to the definition of C, we observe that
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GP", P on

(G2) peer) ~ pI(er) ~CP aGP' oner

(The three pars signify identity. Thus (Cl) means that GP(E) ~ peE)

for each subset E of -er.) Only properties (Cl) and (C2) of a

combination will be used in proving the theorem, and no further

reference need be made to the definition. This bears out the statement

made earlier that the choice of the point c in er is of no importance.

We remark that our definition of combination does not exhaust the

set of operatorS (transformations) sa.tisfying( Cl) and (C2). This set

is described in Section X

Later (Section X) we consider whether the idea of a combination

can be effected more simply by mapping the set R of responses onto

a new set consisting of -cr and a single new point, the latter

replacing er. This approach has peen adUlllbrated in [5].

From (Cl) and. (C2) we infer

CP ~CP I <F=l> P ",P' on -er.

Given a set A, we shall occasionally say: Let C be a

combination with er ~ A , or more briefly, let C combine A. The

meaning is clear, althoughC is not unique, c being an arbitrary

point in A. We shall extend this locution to the case where er is
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the null set, in which case we shall mean merely CP ~ P, The three

properties of combinations proved here extend to this case.

IV. Proof of the Theorem.-------
It will be instructive not to assume the p~rpotheses of the theorem

at the outset, but rather to invoke them as needed. This procedure is

also technically more efficient in connection with the proof of the

converse. Some of the ideas in the proof were suggested by the Bush-

Mosteller-Thompson paper [5]. we begin with a transformation T, which

remains fixed throughout the proof.

Suppose that P ~ pi on a set A, where A E Jf. Let C be a

combination with ~ ~ -A Then CP = CP' by (C3) Assuming the

hypothesis (C3 ) for this C, we have

CTP - CTCP .. CTCP I ~ CTP'

Again using (C3), we conclude that TP =TP' on A.

We now formulate this result precisely. Denote by C3 (A) the

statement (actually a propositional function to be read C3 of A)

that C3 holds for each combination C with ~ = -A. Then C3(A)

implies the statement I(A):
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r(A) [I' = F' on A ;> 'II' = TPl on. ~
This means that values of the set function TP on A are entirely

determined by the values of P on A, and are ind.epend.ent of t.he

responses in -A, The result is somewhat reminis'~ent of Arro'w's

ubi'l.uitous condition of Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives,

This condition avers, in its original context [lL that a social

organism's preference ranking of a subset A of alternatives depends

only upon individual preference rankings of A, and. is ind.epend.ent of

in.dividual preferences concerning t'.he "irrel.evant tl alterEativesQ

(See also Section IlL )

We digress now from the main line of the proof t.o consider t.he

converse, I(A) ~C\A)

Gi.ven a set A, let. C combine ··A" Then P '"' OP on A

By r(A) , 'IF", TOP on A" Using (C3),we have elI'

est.ablishes
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A glance at the transformation TP(E) ~ (l-e)p(E) + eK(E) shows

that it satisfies r(A) for every A, and therefore satisfies C3(A)

for every A, i.e. the Combining of Classes Condition. This proves

the converse part of the theorem.

We return to the main line of reasoning, and prove a result much

stronger than r(A). For this we need both C3(A) and C3( -A). We

shall conclude that

Let peA) ~ P'(A) , and let C combine A. Then CP =CP' on A

by (C2). Then I(A) implies TCP =TCP' on A. In particular,

TCP(A) ~ TCP'(A) .

On the other hand, P ~ CP on -A by (Cl), and therefore

TP '" TCP on -A by I(-A). Similarly TP'.= TCP' on -A. In

particular, these equalities are true for -A, and therefore, by

taking complements, for A. Thus

TP(A) ~ TCP(A) _. TCP'(A) ~ TP'(A) .

Buried in the foregoing considerations, and at bottom what

made them possible, are the folloWing facts. We defer their proofs

to Section X since the reasoning above is self contained.
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C2 combine 0"1 ano. (f2 respectively, and

[We shall normally use juxtaposition .for

(2) Let T satisfy (C3 ), and let (fl(f2~. 0, Then T satisfies

(C3 ) for C =,C1C2 ,Le, CTCP "'CTP, (C is in general

not a combination,)

We remark here, for future reference, that up to this point in

the proof, everything will apply equally well to the Conditioning

Function Theorem of Section VII~

In connection with the next statement, we recall that dt is

the class of all sets of' ,£ other than 0 and R,

The last result (in the box) can be expressed in the following

way, For each E E ]J; } there is a function I'E mapping the closed

interval. [0,1] into itde~:L') and. -'-

Remark 1 : . Each of the "functions" 1'0

for only one value of x We have 1'0(0) = 0

and I'R is defined

and I'R(l) = 1 ,

Remark 2: I' may be thought of also as a numerical valued
!

function I'(E,x) of two variables, with E a set and x a number,
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No further reference will be made to the Combining of Classes

Condition (C3). The remainder of the proof is a discussion of the

functions Our first result in this direction is

Lemma 1: Let EF ~ 0; E,F,E+F € Ji x,y,x+Y E [0,1]. Then

Proof: As begun here, we shall consistently use + and E

for disjoint unions. Using all the hypotheses, it is easy to show

that there exists a probability measure P such that P(E) ~ x and

P(F) ~ y. For example, let e € E , f E F , g E R-E-F , and define

P(A) ~ A(e)x + A(f)y + A(g)(l-x-y) ,

where A(e) ~ 1 or 0 according as e E A or not, etc. Then

Our aim nOw is to prove

(3) YE(x) - YE(O) is independent of E, as E varies in ~
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To this end, we write E,y A if and only if

YE(X) - YE(O) ; YA(x) - yA(o) for all x. It must be proved

that the relation "'-' on ;N, is universal. We begin with the case

ECA.

Let EC A, where c: denotes proper inclusion. Using Lemma 1

with F; A - E, and y; 0, we have

Now let also x = O. Then yA(o) = YE(O) + yF(o). Subtracting,

we have E "'A .

The lemma which follows is formulated in such a fashion that it

can be used again in a different context.

Lemma 2: If ® r-J is an eguivalence relation on £

i.e. reflexive: E ~E for all E

symmetric:

transitive:

dll 1,1[1 f 4

E ""F ? F r-JE

E "" F, F N G ) E r-JG

© ECA '}>E"'A, then

E ""' F for all E,F E Jt
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Let EF ~ 0 with E,F,E+F E 6(; Then

E N E+F N F by © , and therefore E N F .

(ii) Let A E ,;; Then] &;1> 4, and > 4.

It follows that either A or -A contains a

proper subset. Let us say A:::::> E E Jij

A rJ E IV -A , and therefore A I'.I-A

Then

(iii) Finally, let E and F be any two sets of ~

If identical, use reflexivity of IV

contains the other properly, use ©

If one

If EF~O

and E+F E Jij ,J use (i). If the sets are

complementary, use (ii)o In the remaining case,

E"-'EFAIF.

Remark: The lemma is false for I fi; 1 "' 4. For then © is

true vacuously, and IV can be taken to be the empty relation. Also

its consequence (3) is false, as easily constructed examples show.

Lemma 2 and the result preceding it prove (3), and

! E( 0) is now known to be independent of E. In (if) 'we

use, for the first time, the assumption, justified in remarks follo'wing

the statement of the theorem, that tftj is not empty.
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We now define

(4 ) and

for E € dG .

In vi.ew of the definition of 7'E' we have

TP(E) = Y[P(E)] + u(E)

Next we obtain some properties of the set function u.

(A) u(E) is defined for all E € <fl; except E = R .

(B) o < u(E) ~ 1 for R ~ E E ~

(X)

- "'>" u(E )
~ n
n:;;=.1.

(I)

=~
n=l

= TP(E)u(E)

n = 1,2,... Then

(c) u is completely additive on its domain of definition.
(I)

For let R ~ E =~ E ,with the E disjoint. There exists
n=l n n

a P vith P(E) = 0 , and therefore with P(En ) = 0 for
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u(E) ~ u(EF) + u(E-F) and

u(-E)= u(F-E) +u(R-E-F) oyadditivity. Thus

u(E) + u(-E) = [u(EF) + u(F-E)] + [u(E-F) + u(R-E-F)] 

<- u(F) + u( -F) 0

Hence u(E) + u(-E) is independent of E.

(E) In view of (D) , we can define u(R) = u(E) + u(-E). Here we

have again used the assumption that 1ft; is not empty.

(F) u is completely additive. The only case remaining from (C)
(JJ

is R = 2::: En , with the E disjoint. If some E =, R
n n

n=l

then the statement is trivially true. If no E "" R , letn

E ,= E
k

be the first non-vacuous En Then

k
u(E) = ~ U(En ) trivially, and

nccl

(JJ

u( -E) 2::: ufE ) by ( ) Hence- , n ,C
n=k+l

(Xl

u(R) - u(E) + u( -E) ::;;: ~ U(En )
n=.L
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We have proved

[u is a measure .,

Now we determine precisely the form of the function y(x).

We find that y is additive. More precisely, let x, y and x+Y

lie in the interval [0,1]. Then y(x+y) = y(x) + y(y).

To prove this, choose E and F so that EF = 0, and

E, F, E+F E r:£. Here we have used I If: 1 > 4 for the second

and last time. Lemma 1 now'implies YE+F(x+y) = YE(x) + yF(y)

Using the definitions (4) and (5) of Y and u, we have

y(x+y) + u(E+F) = y(x) + u(E) + y(y) + u(F) •

But u is additive, and the result follows.

Lemma 3: If f(x) is a bounded additive function defined

on [0,1], then f(x) _ ax.

Proof: This is an essentially well known result. Let

f(l) = a. We refer to [51 for an excellent proof that

f( x) = ax for every rational nuniber x in.r0,1] • If f were

known to be continuous, the lemma would be proved. We adapt a

proof of continuity from Hille-Phillips [8].
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Let 0 < x < 1. Let r be rational, and x < r~ 1 Then

If(x) 1~ r If(-~)] < rM , where M is the bound of If(x»). Hence
r -

]f(x) I < Mx.

If x < x then If(x)-f(x)] ~ )f(X-x )1 < M(x-x )o 0 0 ~ 0

This proves continuity for 0 < x < 1', and the lemma follows.

Our function y(x) is additive. Also it is bounded, since

-1 ~ y(x) ~ 1. It is therefore of the form' ax: .

So far we have

(6)

for E E Ii

TP(E) ~ ap(E) + u(E)

But (6) is obviously true also for E = O. Now we prove

it also for E = R Let A E ;E (Again we have used Jt not empty.)

TP(R) = TP(A) + TP( -A) ~ ap(A) + u(A) + ap( -A)+u( -A) = ap(R) + u(R)

Thus we have

a + u(R) = 1 ,

and therefore

(8) a < 1
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If a = 1 } then u; 0 } and the conclusion of the theorem

holds with e = 0 and K any probability measure.

If a < 1 } let e = 1 - a } and let K(E) = u(eE)

is a probability measure, e> 0 } and

Then K

TP(E) (l-e)p(E) + eK(E)

This completes the proof of the main statement of the theorem.

Finally we establish

IdL infinite~ e < 1 I

The proof is based almost entirely on a discussion of the Borel

field &:

Lemma 4: If eli is infinite, then ~ contains a properly

ascending sequence.

Proof: If £ contains infinitely many atoms AI' A2} "', An' ••• ,

then E
n

is properly ascending. If tit contains only a

finite number of atoms, their union A is not R, for otherwise di

would be finite. Thus -A and its non-empty subsets are non--atomic.

Hence -A contains a properly descending sequence. Taking complements,
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we have a properly ascending sequence.

As a consequence, R itself is the union UroE of an ascending
1 n

sequence of sets

ascending, with

En ' none of which is R.

F = U O)F • The sequence
1 n

is properly ascending, and U ooE = R •
1 n

For let (Fnl be properly

(Enl with .En = (-F) LJRn

From the foregoing, and from the complete additivity of u, we

conclude that

u(R) =

For each n, En I R , and therefore u( En) ::: 1 from (B) on Page 16 •

Hence u(R)::: 1 Since e = u(R) , the result follows.

V. Application to ~ Continuum of Responses.

If the set R of responses is a linear interval (open, closed,

semiclosed, infinite, etc.) of real numbers, each probability

distribution P induces a cumulative distribution function F as

follows. To be definite, let R = [a,b] •

F(a) o . If x I a , F(x) ptE) ,

where E is the closed interval [a,x] •

For this we must stipulate that &; contains all intervals of the form

occurring above, and therefore all Borel sets.
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Conversely, each cumulative distribution function F induces a

probability measure P via a reversal of (9) Moreover the induced

P in turn induces the original F From this correspondence we see

that any transformation of the set .~ of distribution functions induces

a transformation of the set ..§J of probability measures. In partiCUlar,

-<J
a combination is defined for 'If • The Combining of Classes Condition

reads

C T CF ~ C T F for all F and C

Corollarl.of Response Probability Theorem:

intervaL1:/ If!f[ contains all subintervalS· of

(c3 ) , then

Let R be a linear

R , and if T satisfies

,

1/

where K is a distribution function, and 0 < e < 1

Renee the Suppes linear model [11] .is essentially (aside from

unimportant smoothing assUlllPtionp made for convenience) the most general

(single trial) learning mOdel satisf;)dng the Combining of Classes

Condition. The one additional assUlllPtion in the Suppes model. is the

The corollary applies also to continua of higher dimension. For
example, R can be a plane rectangle if the response is determined by
two qualities. Rere F is the joint distribution function•.. Similarly
R can be a rectangle in n-ppace.
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"equal e" condition that the learning parameter be independent of

the reinforcement. Since this report is concerned solely with the

transformation T resulting from a particular reinforcement, this

question lies outside the scope of our discussion.

The effect of a combination operator is displayed in Figure 1.

Here R is the interval [a,b], iJ" is the interval [d, b] , and

CE (J. F is solid, and CF is broken (except where they are equal).

a d

Figure 1

c b

We might .ask whether the hypothesis of the corollary could be

weakened to state that (C3 ) holds not necessarily for all combinations,

but merely for those which combine intervals. .Surprisingly, the

answer is no. On the other hand, consider the situation when R is the

semiclosed interval a~ x < b ,where a is identified with b, and
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R is regarded as a circle, i,e, the real numbers modulo b-a, This

is in fact the only continuum response set upon which experimental work

has been done, For this R, the answer to the ~uestion above is yes,

VI, ~onditioning Functions.

The topIc to whIch we now turn is usually called stimul.1Js

sampling theory. There is given a set S of stimuli. and. a set R

of responses. The subject is assumed to be in such a state that each

::stimill'ls element s is "connected ~rith." 01" "conditioned toll an.

element of R :5.1 On a given trial) he samples a set of stimuli 0 He

"ttl.en responds) is reinforced, and then hi,; condi,tioni,ng ehanges) lo c,

ceTtai,n stimuli. become connected. with new rC[3pOnSesv As befoIe,) we

study thi 3 pbenomenon on a single t::,'ial} a,3duming not only 8. particular

nequence of respoll3c J Qnte:omc} and. reinforcement., but also a

particuJ.ar s8Jllple of stimul.iQ "We t.herefore suppress the term stimulus

sam;pling} and emphasize the change in condJ.tj,oni,ng.,.Jus!' as in

Secti.ons Il~·V .' vthere we regarded the tram3forn:;.ation T of if a[3

£~ing l.earning) in this section we take the vi.ew that learnin.g is a

change in conditi.oningo Of course the state of ,:;onditioning i.ra not

directly observable) and "therefore information concerning it !l1ust be

It might be supposed that this correspondence is the conditioning
function, but. the latter t.erm i.s reserved for "hat is essenti.ally the
inverse fUllctiollo See reference r .~ Este·;3 and.. Sup:pe3) '1Ii'ou.ndat:iolls
of Statistical Learning Theory) II~ TheStirr:.ul.us Sampling Mod.el ll

.~

hereaft.er referred t.oas ES II.



deduced from observation of actual responses and outcomes, This does not

alter the central position of conditioning in the theory,

We begin by describing the condi.tioning function as introduced by

Estes .and Suppes [ES II] for the case of arbitrary S and finite R,

Because of formal analogies with probability, and also to suggest that

it is a partition, we find it useful to denote it by the letter P 0

Let R ~ (1,2"oo,r) 0 A conditioning function is a function P defined

on R, with v'1J.ues in 2S (the class of all subsets of 8 is denoted

by 28
) having the properties

(i)

( il)
r

2::::
i~l.

P (i) 8 0

It can be represented as an ordered r-tuple (Xl"'"'~) of subsets

of 8, with Xi = P (i)

We now propose the problem of formulating and finding the

conse~uences of the Combining of Classes Condition in this context.

The formulation is fairly obvious. The conse~uence is analogous to

the Bush-Mosteller~Thompsontheorem, but there are great differences
,"i-." ..

due to the purely ~ualitative nature of the new context. The result

is stated in the next section, following the statement of the

Conditioning Function Theorem. Instead of proving this result, we

shall first generalize the idea of conditioning function to the case
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where R is a continuum, or more generally, an abstract set. Then

we prove a general theorem for unrestricted R and 8.

A direct generalization of the ES II definition to the case of

infinite R would yield a function P on R, with values in 28 ,

and satisfying

(iii) U Pee) =8.e € R

In analogy with the property of probability measures (for

nondenumerable R) that most single points have measure zero, we

may expect that often Pee) =0 (i.e. the null set in S) for many

or all e, possibly violating (iii). Hence, returning to finite R,

we proceed as follows. The point function P on R with values in

8 R 8
2 extends to a set function P on 2 with values in 2 ,by

means of the definition

peE) =l1€E P(i), for E <;; R •

It is this mapping which generalizes most fruitfully to the case of

arbitrary R. It has the property

EF= 0 ~ peE) n P(F) =0 and peE + F) = peE) + P(F)



In the light of what conditioning means, and of the formal

similarity of P with a probability measure, we may wish to impose

also complete additivity:

(E )
n disjoint ~ P ( ::: . .En ) ... ptE ) •

n

It turns out that this ~uestion plays an insignificant role in the

theorem to follow,

.With this discussion as background, we begin the formal

development in the next section,

Note: There is an alternative notion as to what a conditioning

function should be when R is infinite, It is based upon the idea

that a stimulus element should be connected not to a single response,

but to a probability distribution of responses, (See [12],) Whatever

the relative merits of the two definitions as models for learning,

we find that, so far as determining the effects of the Combining

Classes Condition is concerned, the one suggested in this note can

be dealt 'Ni th as an immediate corollary of the Response Probability

Theorem (see Section VIII for discussion of this), while the d.efinition

which we adopt and follow leads to an interesting chain of arguments,
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VII. The Conditioning .Function Theorem.

S ;:;; set of "stimuli II

o ..- field (= algebra) of subsets of S. (i.e. rJ is non-empty,

closed under complementation and finite union. Hence

S E rI.)
R set of "responses" , !f[= field of subsets of R.

As before, we use + for disjoint union. We use the symbol 0

for both the null set in J:! and the null set in $.

A conditioning fun.£tion P is a mapping of g[into if, satisfying

(CF1) For each E E~-, P(E) is defined and in sJ.
(CF2) If EF 0 then P(E) () P(F) ... 0

(CF3 ) If EF _. 0 then P(E + F) ,•.. , P(E) + pIF\, ,

(CF4) P(R) _. S

A mapping satisfying (CFl), (CF2), and (CF3) is called a

homomorphisillQ A homomorphism preserves) in addition to disjointness

(CF2) and disjoint union (CF3), also intersection, inclusiOn, and

union. A conditioning function preserves also complements. A

homomorphism of any field of sets into any other is defined similarl~y,

including the case where the fields are the same. (When .12-and .if are
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regarded as Boolean rings, a homomorphism as here defined is a ring

homomorphism and conversely, )

3D ~ class of all conditioning functions.

Let C E IT E 1t IT and C determine a transformation C of §J

into fl CP(E) ~ P(E-IT) + E(c) n p( IT) , where E(x) ~ 0 or

S according as x ¢ E or x E E 0 C is called a combination.

A transformation T of §J into itself satisfies (c3) if CTC - CT

for all C,

Conditioning Function Theore~:

If 1$1';' 4 , and if T satisfies (c3) , then

TP(E) ([P(E)] + u(E)

where 1 is a homomorphism of r.J into J
u is a homomorphism of g<: into 12-
l(S) -- - u(R) 0

The converse i.s true with no restriction on !f(,'"' 0
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Note 1: If the definition of conditioning function is strengthened

so that ,j and jtare Borel fields, and P is completely additive,

the modified theorem is true. Its proof re'luires only obvious alterations.

Note 2: If R is finite, with members (1,2, ••. ,r), each

conditioning function can be represented as an ord.ered r-tuple of subsets

of S. The theorem asserts that there is a homomorphism y of kf into

itself, disjoint sets ul '.", ur in r.J, where e is the union of the

uj , with y(S) ~ - e such that T transforms (Xl, •.• ,Xr ) into

Example A s fixed subset of all u. _. 0
J

except s . (This is the transformation

postulated in ES II to follow the k th reinforcing

event. )_

Example B s , y as above, u
j

arbitrary except that their

union is S Q Here u 11 smears II s among

(possibly) all r responses.

In the Response Probability Theorem, when ~-is finite, e can be

larger than 1. This phenomenon has no analogue in the context of

the Conditioning Function Theorem.
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Note 3: One may obtain formal similarity of this theorem to

the Response Probability Theorem, although without any gain in

substance, as follows. The homomorphisms y and u are determined

by T. Let u(R) = 8 Then y(S) =, - 8. Now let '/' be any

homomorphism of fL! into itself satisfying y'(S) = 8 and let u'

be any homomorphism of .9[ into xf satisfying u J (R) = - 8 Let

y" = y + y' iOeD y"(X) = r(x) + l'(X) for each X , and let

u" = u+ u ' It is easy to verify that u" is a conditioning

function, and that y" is a homomorphism of cJ into itself with

y"(S) = S (This is as far as we can go toward making y"

resemble the identity transformation.) Then

TP(E) = (S - 8) n y" [P(E)] + 8 n u" (E)

y" and u" are not unique, but (S-8) n y" and 8 n u" are

The first portion of the proof of the Response Probability

Theorem made no use of algebraic properties peculiar to the real

numbers. The material immediately following the statement of that

theorem in ,Section II, and continuing through Section III and

approximately the first two pages of Section IV, apply to our

present case verbatim provided we read "conditioning function"

for "probability measure." (The single non- trivial exception is

the upper bound for €I in the finite ~-case.) In particular,
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this includes the proof of the converse of the present theorem.

This suggests that the indicated portions of the two proofs

might both be subsumed under a general abstract formulation. This

is indeed the case, and is true also for most of the remaining

portions, but we feel that the organization we have chosen results

in a clearer exposition.

We take up the proof of the Conditioning Function Theorem

at the following point.

For each E E !i , there is a function ?'E mapping rJ into

itself, such that

TP(E)

Lemma_:2: Let EF- 0, E, F, E + F E Jf[" Let X, v E ,J,
and XY", 0" Then

(A) °
(B)

Proof: In the manner of Lemma 1 (Section IV), it is easy to

show that there exists a conditioning function P such that

P(E) = X and P(F) = Y. Then
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The result now follows from properties (CF2) and (CF3) satisfied

by the conditioning function TP 0

Lemma 6: Let EF ~ 0 , E, ·F" E+F E !it 0 Let X E vf 0 Then

Proof: Using Lemma 5 twice,

Hence

But o by Lemma 5A 0

Lemma 7: If

and all EE!5G 0

Imi, 4.::;, > .'

Proof:. Let E E gz, X E 0. If -E ~ F E 9:, where =denotes

proper inclusion, then the conclusion is true by Lemma 6. If no such

set F exists, then, since i~1 > 4, E is the disjoint sum of sets

G and. H of ()<;. 'I'hen 'IG(O) ~ 'IG(X) by Lemma 6. Hence, using

Lemma 5 twice,
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+ +

When 4 (essentially this means r 2) the above

result is false, For example, let 1'1(X) " 1'2(X) _ - X

it is true for r finite but larger than 2, and this is an

interesti,ng difference between condi,tioning fllilctions and numerical

probabili ty. For the latter, the analogue is I'E(O) :5 I'E( X) , which

is false since e can be larger than. 1 ,

By Lemma 5 with Y.~ 0E.

The next step is to prove that I'E(X)

First, let Ec:.B, 'with E, B E!J?:,

i 'J-. l' ,0
E'

is independent of

and B... E + F .' we have

l' (X)
'R'

we have

Subtracting,

We now appeal to Lemma 2, which served in the numerical proof

at the corresponding place. Defining the relation E ,'-'F of Lemma 2

conclude that
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This is false for 1st I ~ 4. Let R ~ (1,2), 71 (0) ~ 7 2(0) 0' 0 .

For 0 f X f S, let 71(X); Xo ' a constant set. In this example,

and even preserve inclusion, and in particular satisfy the

conclusion of Lemma 7.

As in the case of numerical probabilities, we now define

u(E) - 7E(0)

7(X) ~ 7E(X) - u(E)

In view of Lemma 7 , we may write

1'( X) + utE) .

u. maps P; into 0 ,while I' ma:ps 0 into itself. This :proves that

the transformation T has the form stated in the theorem. It

remains to show that I' and u have the stated properties.

As a technical point, we remark that Lemmas 6 and 7 , whose sole

function was to establish that u(E) ~ 7E(X) , can be postponed to

the last stage of the proof. Without them, we would not have (3) ,

and we would have to exercise more care to justify ·vari.ous mani:pulations
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which are obvious with (3) known.

Let EF;O, E, F, E+F E 3t. By Lemma 5 with X = Y = a ,

we have

(4) u(E) n u(F) = a and

(5 ) u(E+F) = u(E) + u(F) .

We cannot yet infer that u is a homomorphism, because u(R) is

undefined. We define u(O) to be 1
0
(0). Hence u(O) = 0 .

As in the response probability proof 2/, it is easily shown that

u(E) Uu( -E) is independent of E as E varies in !Z. Now

define u(R) to be u(E) U u(-E) .

It remains to prove that u(E) 11 u(-E) = O. Let E E ~.

By virtue of I~f > 4, either E or -E has a proper subset,

say E. Thus FeE Now use (4) twice:

-E n F = a and F ~ E imply u(-E) n u(F) = a

-E n (E-F) = a and E-F ~ E imply u(-E) n u(E-F) o .

Hence u(E) n u( -E) , which is the union of the two intersections

21
(D) in Section IV
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l3.bOve, is o. Froll1 the S;'{lI1lI1etry" of' the conclusion; we see the;\;

we have cover'ed also the caSe where J.t is onl:l .. Eiths.t has a

proper subset. ~his cOll1pletes the proof' that

Note: In the case of numerical probabilities and finite ~ ;

we could have u(R) > 1. This has no analogue for conditioning

fun.ctions.

We proceed now to the properties of y. Let X, Y € ~,

XY= O. Choose E and F so that EF = 0 , E, F, E+F € .$ .
(In order to do this, we require r~1 > 4 again.) By Lemma 5A ,

YE(X) (7 YF(Y) = O. Now Y(X) and y(y) are subsets, respectively,

of YE(X) and YF(Y) , by definition (2) of '1 1:lende 1(lC) 1/7(1) '" 0

Using (3) and Lemma 5, we have

y(X+Y) + u(E+F) = '7E+F(X+Y) = 7E(le) + 71"(1) "' r(x) + utE)

+ 7(Y) + u(F)

But u is additive, and therefore so is y. Hence
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Since y is a homomorphism, it also preserves

inclusion. From e~uation (3), it is seen that also YE preserves

inclusion, a much stronger property than that proved in Lemma 7.

Next we assert that y(S) n u(R) = 0 Let From

the definition (2) of y(X), we see that y(X) n utE) =·0

Letting X ~ S , we have 1'(S) n utE) ,,·0, But also y(S) nU(-E)- 0 ,

The result follows,

Finally y(S) -I- u(R) " S. For

(6) s- TP(R) TP(E) :- TP(-E) " ;>[p(E)1 -I- utE) -I- Y[P(-E)] + u(-E) .

Now Y[P(E)] + Y[P(-E)] = Y[P(E) -I- PI-E)] ~ y[P(R)] =, y(S) , while

utE) -I- u( -E) u(R) , and therefore the right member of (6) is

Y(S) -I- u(E). Thus y(S) - u(R) , and the theorem is proved.

In Section VI , we mentioned the idea [12] that a stimulus

element might be connected not to a single response, but to a probability

distribution of responses. We d.evelop this idea briefly now.

Let R and -$ be as before, and S be an arbitrary set. Let P
denote the class of all functions p( 8, E) , ,3 E S , E E %,

satisfying:
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For fixeQ s, P(s,E) is a probability measure

on §(, (i. e. for each fixed s, p( s, E) E !P .)

Let C be a combination on !fJ. It induces a "combination" C on

ffi by means of C P(s,E) ~ C P(s,E)

Let T, a transformation of ~ into itself, satisfy (C3 ) .

For each s T induces a transformation Ts of iP obtained by

holding s fixed. Each Ts satisfies (C3). Hence, if ljJi f 4 ,

the Response Probability Theorem implies

T P(s,E) - (1-8s ) P(s,E) + 8s K(s,E)

where 8 is a non-negative function on 8, and K E ,§J .
S

-J

If 5J is

infinite, then 8 < 1 .s-

It might be argned that for 8 infinite, it is more appropriate

to consider sets X of stimuli. To this end, denote by ~- the class

of all functions P(X,E), X E cf <;;; . 2
8

, E E $, such that, for fixed X,

P(X,E) is a probability measure on ~. As before, a combination C of

g; induces a combination C Of.§5. Let T, a transformation of .ffS into

itself, satisfy (C3). If I~I i 4 , we have
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1- e K(X,E)x

where ex is a non-negative function on cf, and K E -9 < If 9Z
is infi,nite, e < 1.

x

In these corollaries, Sand J play no role except as the

domain of the parameter. The nature of the dependence of P(s,E)

on s can be made explicit in particular models. (See [12].)

IX" Comments on the Beta ModeL

One has the feellflg~h1ft~tne resULts O±~.lS reportnave some

bearing upon Luce's axiomatic derivation of the beta model in [lOj.

The fact that his response strengths V.
1

are ~~1 positive seems a

situation ·with this condition weakened to

where Ev

barrier to this. On the other hand, the derived "alpha model" in

[lOj is subjected to the same unusual positivity condition Pi> 0

as a result of Vi > O. It may be of interest to examine the

v. > 0 •
l .-

Denote by Y the set of all "respome !strength" vectors

v ~ (v
l
"'" v) with non-negative components and LV > 0 ,

. r
r

denotes L vi' Those members v of 7 which have
i~l

Ev ~ I constitute.{p, the set of probability vectors. Note that



It is pointed out in [10L in connection with the derivation of

the beta model, that the Combining of Classes condi ti.on i.mplies the

"Independence - from - irrelevant - alternatives assumption" in the

context of probability vectors, as in [4,5J and in Sections II .- IV

of this report (specializ.ed to finite R,) This. is:

, )
\1, Let T transform rp into itself'. Then ('J'P)i is

a function of alone (i. e. independent of p j for

However, for a transformation 'E of r into itself, this implication

Thus the assumption (1)is not true, as the example v
Tv ~ :tv shows.

must stand on its mm merits., without support from the Combining

Classes Condition (C3).

It is interesting to see what indeed~ the consequences of (c3 )

in the contex.t of response strength vectors. We statce the results

without proof.

First, the definition of a combination operator C is obvious.

As an example, if r,~ 3 , CY ~ (1, 2) , c ,~ 1 ,then Cv ... ( VI .;. V2' 0, v3 ).

(C3 ) implies

(Tv) ,
1

is a function of and Ev (i.e. is independent of

for j f i ex.cept as v,
J

affects Ev) 0

(3) E Tv i.8 a function of Ey
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(c3) not only implies (2) and (3), but is in fact e~uivalent to

them, Le. (2), (3) ~ (C3)

As a corollary of (3) , we have

(4) Given x> 0, T carries the class (v: 2:v= x) into

(v: 2:v = g(x)} ,where g is the function in (3) .

For each x > 0, T induces a transformation Tx of ~ into

itself:

T Px

Hence if 2:v - x , we have

1
= g{X} TxP "

Tv = g(x) T v
x x

( 5) For all v, c, x, where x > 0, Cxv -, x C v "

(6) (C3) for T implies (C3) for each Tx

use (5) repeatedly.)

(Proof:

If r > 2 , we conclude from the Response Probability Theorem:

Hence, if 2:v = x,



The vector w in brackets has Ew ~ x If e = 0 for some x,x

then Tv~~ v for Ev = x . Thus (Tv\ is a multiple ~\Vix

of v. as in the beta model, but all the l3i are equal. On the
l

other hand, their common value depends upon Zv.

Conversely, such a T satisfies (C3).

(8) These results extend to infinite R, in which case v

is a measure with v(R) > O.

X. Further Discussion of thc'Combination Operator.

In this section we characterize transformations satisfying

(Cl) and (C2) , prove two statements about combinations made in

Section IV , and effect combinations by shrinking the set ~ to a

point. The discussions are given in terms of numerical probability

measures, but can easily be adapted to conditioning functions.

We begin by describing explicitly those transformations C of

!fJ into itself satisfying

(Cl) C p p on and

(C2) CP' on
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Let C satisfy (Cl) and (C2). Given P, then C P is

completely determined on -If, being equal to P there, It remains

to discuss CP on If,

First we note that CP(~) ~ p(~) It is convenient now to

defl' ne & .. 1 f t~ as "he c ass 0 se s
.~

E such that

(C2) implies that for E E ,C;; , CP(E)
~

depends only upon E and

p(~) , and is independent of values of P "inside" ~.

is a function l(E,x) such that

Thus there

(n) l(E,x) is defined for all E ES/?/ and 0 < x < 1 0

~

( ;2) For fixed x, l(E,x) is a measure on ~~

(;4) CP(E) Y(E, p(~)i

If we let m (E) ;(E,x) for x > 0 and mo be an.- ,x x

arbitrary probability measur'e on CiJ .' then
'-'~

(Ml) ill
X

is a probability measure on Or for
~

0< x < 1

(There is no connection among the various measures. )

(M2) CP(E) m, )(E) p(~) ,
p\~
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Conversely, any family mx of probability measures as in (Ml)

defines a transformation of ~ into itself by means of (Cl) and

(M2) , and this transformation satisfies (C2), and of course (Cl).

As a special case, if each mx is two-valued, then the measure

mx is determined by the ultrafilter [2,9J of supersets of sets E

for which m (E) = 1x Specializing further, if the ~ are all

eQual, there is a single ultrafilter. Finally, if ~ is finite,

each ultrafilter consists of the class of sets which contain a

particular point c, and we are back to the original definition of

combination.

In the light of the above characterization, we recall the remark

of Bush and Mosteller [4J that the distribution of P within ~ is

irrelevant, only p(~) being important. To this we can now add

that the distribution of CP within ~ is irrelevant; it must, of

course, be independent of P, except that CP(~) = p(~) For

example, with r = 4 , ~ = (1,2), P = (Pl' P2' :P3' P4) , the

transformation

CP (Pl +P2 Pl +P2
P3' )= 2

, 2 P4

will serve as well as the older
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Next we prove two statements about combinations made in

Section IV , using only properties (Cl) and (C2) •

( 1) Let Cl and C2 be combinations, and

o .

Proof: Repeated use of (Cl) yields Cl C2 P ~ C2 Cl P on

Cl C2 P - C1 P on 0"1 But C1 P - C2 C1 P on 0"1

Thus C1 C2 P = C2 C1 P on 0"1 , and a similar proof works

for 0"2 The result follows by additivity.

( 2) Let T satisfy (C3 ) . Let 0"1 0"2 ~ 0

Then T satisfies (C3 ) for C ~ C1 C2

Proof: CTP C (C TC p) cc1 2 2 .-

C T C P

We remark that (Cl) and (C2) are independent of each other,

even in the presence of their conse~uence (C3) , as easily constructed

examples show. Also (e1) and (C3) imply that C is a projection,
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(C2) and (C3) do not.

We turn now to consideration of the following idea sketched

in [5]. We effect the idea of a combination by replacing the set ~

with a single new point a.

Denote by R* ·the set -u LJ{a}. The Borel field~ induces

in an obvious fashion a Borel field. 5t *of subsets of R Denote

by (Jl the class of all probability measures on §(*

P E @, we d.efine a corresponding SP E -Iff thus:

Given

(1) SP(E) p(E-a) + E(a) p( u)

Clearly SP E .g:t . Moreover S is a mapping of tp O'lto §f , i. e.

each member of &J* is SP for at least one P E @.

Now let m be a transformation of ~ into itself. It is natural

to inquire whether T indu;,es a transformation T
X

of &... into

itself. Exactly how should *T be defined? Let
.l\'

P
cp x.

E CJ There

is aPE gJ such that

·w·
SP 'c' P

Now transform P, and then return to (j)X. vi.a S. More

* 'N
precisely, we are led to the definition T P -S T P. But

.;It. -~

T P is uniquely defined if and. only if S T P is independent of the
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satisfying (2) for our fixed if and only if

SP = SP' 3> S T P = S T P'

Now for any P J P' E 8 J we observe that

Hence (3) will be satisfied if and only if

on -0-

(4) [p _ P' on - 0-] 'l> [ TP ; TP' on - 0-1 .

But (4) is exactly what we called 1(-0-) in Section IV J and it

in turn is eQuivalent to the Combining of Classes Condition (C3) .

Thus we are led again to (C3 ) as the expression of invariance under

combining classes.
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